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At its meeting of June 26, 2014, the Seismic Governance Committee (SGC) adopted the
recommendations in the attached report from the Office of the City Administrative Officer, which is hereby
transmitted for Council to receive and file for informational purposes. SGC's adoption of the report
recommendations authorizes the City to record a covenant on the City-owned Pickle Works property in
order to close out the 1st Street Viaduct and Street Widening project (Bridge No. 53C-1166). The covenant
memorializes and makes public the requirement that the next future owner of the Pickle Works property
must follow specific measures and consultations with the State Historic Preservation Officer in rebuilding
the southern wall of the Pickle Works building.

Fiscal Impact Statement: There is no General Fund impact.

Miguel A. Santana
City Administrative Officer
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

Date: June 26, 2014 CAO File No. 0220-03621-0013
Council File No. 07-1349
Council District: 14

To: Seismic Governance Committee
Miguel A. Santana, City Administrative Officer, Chair
Gerry F. Miller, Chief Legislative Analyst
Borja Leon, Office of the Mayor

From: Caroline Sim, Principal Project Coordinator

Reference: Report to the Seismic Governance Committee

Subject: PICKLE WORKS COVENANT — SOUTHERN WALL

SUMMARY

This report requests authority for the City to record a covenant on the Pickle Works
property. The covenant would satisfy State requirements and allow the City to close out
the Project, defined below.

BACKGROUND

The construction of the 1st Street Viaduct and Street Widening project (Bridge No. 53C-
1166, "Project") necessitated the acquisition and partial demolition of a building
immediately adjacent to the Project. This building is located at 1001 E. 1st Street on the
west side of the Project and is commonly referred to as the Pickle Works Building ("PW
Building").

The City acquired the PW Building, which had been deemed eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places, in 2007. To mitigate the effects of the proposed
demolition of the southern portion of the PW Building, the City entered into a
Memorandum of Agreement with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) wherein the City agreed to rebuild the
southern wall of the PW Building.

Through the demolition process, it became clear that the PW Building had many issues,
such as a lack of a continuous foundation, poor soil conditions underneath the
foundation areas, inadequate structural framing within the PW Building, and more. It
was determined that rebuilding the southern wall would require addressing the other
issues related to the PW Building's foundation and structure. A report dated January 12,
2012 to the Seismic Governance Committee from the Bureau of Engineering ("BOE")
estimated that it would cost approximately $1,086,000 to rebuild the southern wall only.
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To address the structural issues of the PW Building, BOE estimated that it would cost
an additional $21,000,000.

Due to the City's limited financial resources, it is in the best interest of the City to convey
the PW Building as well as the responsibility of the reconstruction of the southern wall to
another party. To effectuate such a transfer, the City and SHPO have proposed to
record a covenant on the property on which the PW Building lies. The "Covenants,
Conditions and Restrictions" (CC&R), which the City drafted with SHPO, is attached.

The CC&R memorializes and makes public the requirement that the next future owner
of the PW Building must follow specific measures and consultations with SHPO in
rebuilding the southern wall. The City, SHPO, and FHWA are the signers of the CC&R.

Once the CC&R is recorded on the property, the City would follow City process in
selecting the next future owner of the PW Building with the financial resources and
technical capacity to satisfy the requirements of the CC&R. The intent is for the CC&R
to be removed once the southern wall is rebuilt per stipulations of the CC&R.

RECOMMENDATION

That the Seismic Governance Committee authorize the execution of the CC&R to
effectuate the reconstruction of the southern wall of the Pickle Works Building and
forward this report to City Council to receive and file for informational purposes.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

There is no impact to the General Fund

Attachment:
A: Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions
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ATTACHMENT A

Covenant, Conditions and Restrictions



OFFICIAL BUSINESS
Document entitled to free
recording per Government
Code Section 6103

Recording Requested by and
When Recorded Mail to:

City of Los Angeles
Office of the City Administrative Officer
Asset Management Strategic Planning
200 N. Main Street, Room 1500
Los Angeles, California 90012-4190

SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE

COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS

This Covenant Condition and Restriction ("Covenant") is made and entered into as of the
 day of , 2014, by and between the City of Los Angeles (the "City") and
the California State Historic Preservation Officer ("SHPO").

RECITALS

The following Recitals are a substantive part of this Covenant. Unless otherwise defined
herein, capitalized terms in this Covenant have the meaning given to them in the MOA, as
hereinafter defined in Recital D. This Covenant is made with reference to the following facts:

A. The City of Los Angeles ("City") is the current owner of that certain real property
described on Exhibit A attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof, and
more commonly known as the James K. Hill and Sons Pickle Works Building, a National
Register of Historic Places-eligible property, at 1001 East 1st Street. For reference
purposes, the two-story brick building will be referred to as the "Pickle Works Building".
The land that the Pickle Works Building sits on will be referred to as the "Property".

B. Any person, individual, or entity that purchases the Pickle Works Building and Property
from the City will be referred to as the Subsequent Owner ("Subsequent Owner") and be
bound by this Covenant.

C. The City received federal funds to assist in widening the 1st Street Viaduct (Bridge #
53C-1166) and 1st Street (together, "Project") crossing the Los Angeles River.

D. The construction of the Project and more specifically, the widening of the 1st Street
Viaduct, necessitated a partial demolition of the Pickle Works Building, including the
southern facade ("Southern Facade") thereof.

E. A Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") among the Federal Highway Administration
("FHA") and the California State Historic Preservation Officer ("SHPO") and concurred to
by the California Department of Transportation ("Caltrans") and the City was fully
executed in December 2005 (Exhibit B). FHA, SHPO, and Caltrans are sometimes
referred to herein collectively as the "Parties".
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F. The MOA included stipulations with agreed-upon measures and consultations that the
City would undertake to rebuild the Southern Facade.

G. The City is presently without the financial resources to rebuild the Southern Facade but
understands the importance of rebuilding the Southern Facade to preserve the historic
nature of the Pickle Works Building.

H. To effectuate the rebuilding of the Southern Facade in the future and recognizing the
City's limited financial resources, SHPO requires that the City record this Covenant for
purposes of (i) assuring that the terms and conditions hereof remain as a matter of
public record, and (ii) that the terms and conditions hereof will run with the Property,
irrespective of any change of ownership should the City ever transfer ownership of the
Property to a Subsequent Owner.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants
contained herein, the City and the Parties hereto agree as follows:

Any Subsequent Owner to the City shall construct or cause to be constructed a new Southern
Facade of the Pickle Works Building and a Certificate of Occupancy recorded on the Property
within five (5) years of the close of escrow for the Subsequent Owner's purchase of the Property
from the City ("Five (5) Year Limit").

The Subsequent Owner shall consult with SHPO regarding the reconstruction of the Southern
Facade that is, to the maximum extent possible, in keeping with the original design of the Pickle
Works Building. Project documents criteria and review of those documents prepared in
response to this stipulation shall be implemented pursuant to the entire "Stipulation III. Project
Documents Criteria and Review" of the MOA, attached as Exhibit B.

Sections of the MOA are reiterated below to ensure survival beyond any term of he MOA:

"III. Project Documents Criteria and Review
A. 2. In rebuilding the Pickle Works Building, the Subsequent Owner will, to the

maximum extent possible, replicate the existing Southern Facade of the building, in a
manner consistent with the design of the remaining elements of the Pickle Works
Building.

B. The Subsequent Owner shall submit to the SHPO for review and comment Design
Development Drawings, and 30%, 60%, and 90% Construction Documents for work
on the Pickle Works Building.

C. SHPO will review the project documents included in each consultation package
submitted by the Subsequent Owner to determine whether the Project Documents
conform to the criteria cited in paragraph A of this stipulation. SHPO will provide
comments on each submittal to the Subsequent Owner within 30 calendar days of
receipt. If the SHPO does not comment within the time provided, the Subsequent
Owner may assume that the SHPO concurs that the package conforms with the
criteria cited.
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D. The Subsequent Owner will incorporate SHPO's comments into the Project
Documents to the fullest extent. If the Subsequent Owner revises the Project
Documents in response to the SHPO comments, then no further review is required
for that submittal. The Subsequent Owner will promptly notify SHPO in writing that it
has revised the Project Documents in accordance with SHPO comments.

E. Should the Subsequent Owner object to incorporating any SHPO comments into the
Project Documents, the Subsequent Owner will provide SHPO with written
explanation of its objection. Promptly after receiving a written objection from the
Subsequent Owner, the Subsequent Owner and SHPO shall consult to resolve the
objection. If the objection is not resolved, provision of Stipulation IV.0 shall be
implemented.

IV. Administrative Provisions
C. Resolving Objections

1. Should any party object at any time to the manner in which the terms of this
MOA are implemented, or to any documentation prepared in accordance with
and subject to the terms of this MOA, or should the parties fail to reach
consensus on any issue subject to consultation under this MOA, the FHA
(Caltrans, as assigned) will immediately notify the other signatories in writing
of the objection, request their written comments on the objection within 7 days
following receipt of the Caltrans notification and then proceed to consult with
the objecting party for no more than 14 days to resolve the objection. Caltrans
will honor the request of any other signatory to participate in the consultation
and will take any comments provided by the other signatories into account.

2. If at the end of the 14 days consultation period, Caltrans determines that the
objection cannot be resolved through such consultation, Caltrans shall forward
all documentation relevant to the objection to the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (Council), including Caltrans' proposed response to the
objection, with the expectation that the Council will, within 30 days after receipt
of such documentation:
a. Advise Caltrans that the Council concurs in Caltrans proposed response to
the objection, whereupon Caltrans will respond to the objection accordingly; or
b. Provide Caltrans with recommendations, which Caltrans will take into
account in reaching a final decision regarding its response to the objection; or
c. Notify Caltrans that the objection will be referred for comment pursuant to
36 CFR § 800.7(a)(4) and Section 110(1) of the NHPA.

3. Ca!trans shall take into account any Council's recommendations or comments
provided in accordance with this stipulation with reference only to the subject
of the objection. Caltrans responsibility to carry out all other actions under the
MOA that are not the subject of the objection will remain unchanged.

4. Caltrans shall provide all parties to the MOA, and the Council when the
Council has issued comments hereunder, with a copy of its final written
decision regarding any objection addressed pursuant to this stipulation.
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5. Caltrans may authorize any action subject to objection under this stipulation to
proceed after the objection has been resolved in accordance with the terms of
this stipulation.

6. At any time during implementation of the measures stipulated in this MOA,
should an objection pertaining to such implementation be raised by a member
of the public, Caltrans shall notify the parties to the MOA in writing of the
objection and take the objection into consideration. Caltrans shall consult with
the objecting party and, if the objecting party so requests, with the SHPO,
Caltrans, and the Subsequent Owner for no more than 15 days. Within 10
days following closure of this consultation period, Caltrans will render a
decision in writing. In reaching its decision, Caltrans will take into account any
comments from the other parties to the MOA regarding the objection, including
the objecting party. Caltrans may authorize any action subject to objection
under this paragraph to proceed after the objection has been resolved in
accordance with the terms of this paragraph.

7. All notices should be submitted to:
Historic Resources Coordinator
Caltrans District 7
100 S. Main St., MS-16A
Los Angeles, CA 90012"

This Covenant shall be effective upon the date of recordation in the Office of the Recorder,
County of Los Angeles.

Subsequent Owner's Duty to Reconstruct Southern Facade

This Covenant runs with the Property. This Covenant binds and inures to the benefit of the
Parties hereto until the Final Certificate of Occupancy for the Southern Facade ("Certificate of
Occupancy"), issued by the Department of Building and Safety of the City of Los Angeles, is
recorded on the Property. The Certificate of Occupancy must be recorded on the Property within
the Five (5) Year Limit. When said Certificate of Occupancy has been recorded, Subsequent
Owner may contact the City to begin the process of removing this Covenant from the Property.

In the event the Subsequent Owner is unable to obtain the Certificate of Occupancy within the
Five (5) Year Limit but has made reasonable and substantial progress in its efforts towards the
reconstruction of the Southern Facade, the City shall have the authority to grant the Subsequent
Owner a two (2) year extension ("Extension") to obtain the Certificate of Occupancy.

To effectuate the Extension, the Subsequent Owner shall submit a written request to the City for
the Extension at least six (6) months prior to the end of the Five (5) Year Limit. The written
request must detail the steps the Subsequent Owner has taken towards the reconstruction of
the Southern Facade, reasons for delays, and future steps and timelines to reconstruct the
Southern Facade and obtain the Certificate of Occupancy within the Extension period, if the
Extension is granted.

The City reserves the right in its sole discretion to grant or decline the Extension request. The
Subsequent Owner will not have any rights to question, object, or appeal the City's decision on
the Extension.
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If the Extension is granted, the City will notify the escrow agent, described below, of the
Extension. If the Extension is not granted, the City will not take any further action.

City's Right to Re-Acquire

In the event the Certificate of Occupancy is not recorded on the Property within the Five (5)
Year Limit and, if applicable, within the Extension period granted by the City, the fee title to the
Property shall revert to the City at no cost. Subsequent Owner shall waive all rights, objections,
and defenses to prevent the return of the fee title to the Property to the City. To effectuate this
potential future transfer of the Property back to the City, the following steps will be taken:

1. During the escrow for the sale of the Property from the City to a Subsequent Owner, the
Subsequent Owner will execute a grant deed for the Property to the City.

2. Said grant deed will be held in escrow by escrow agent, unrecorded, for at least five (5)
years after the close of escrow of the sale of the Property from the City to a Subsequent
Owner.

3. In the event a Certificate of Occupancy is recorded on the Property by the fifth (5th)
anniversary of the close of escrow date of the sale of the Property from the City to the
Subsequent Owner, the City shall instruct the escrow holder to return the grant deed to
the Subsequent Owner.

4. In the event a Certificate of Occupancy is not recorded on the Property by the fifth (5th)
anniversary or, if the Extension is granted, the seventh (7th) anniversary, of the close of
escrow date of the sale of the Property from the City to the Subsequent Owner, the
escrow agent will cause for the grant deed in the City's favor to be recorded.

Repairs by the Subsequent Owner at Their Own Expense 

The Subsequent Owner shall be solely responsible for the repair, construction, use, operation,
and maintenance of the Pickle Works Building (including the repair and construction of the
Southern Facade) and the Property. The City shall have no obligation with respect to the repair,
construction, use, operation, or maintenance of any portion of the Property, the Pickle Works
Building, or the Southern Facade.

1. The Subsequent Owner shall hereby indemnify and hold Caltrans, the City and its
officers, directors, employees, agents and representatives free and harmless of and from
any and all loss, cost, damage or expenses relating to or in any way connected with any
claim, demand, cause of action or expense of litigation connected with or relating to the
repair, construction, use, operation, or maintenance of the Pickle Works Building and the
Property, or the Subsequent Owner's failure to construct the Southern Facade, all or in
part, except for any intentional misconduct of the City or its officers, directors,
employees, agents or representatives.

2. Unless and until this Covenant is terminated or withdrawn as a result of a Subsequent
Owner's compliance with the duty to reconstruct the Southern Facade and obtain a
Certificate of Occupancy as enumerated herein, the Subsequent Owner will not be
allowed to transfer any interest in the Pickle Works Building or the Property to any other
person or entity.
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3. Formal notices, demands and communications between the Parties shall be sufficiently
given if, and shall not be deemed given unless, secured personally, or dispatched by
certified mail, return receipt requested, or by facsimile transmission or reputable
overnight delivery service with a receipt showing date of delivery, to the Parties as
follows:

If to the City of Los Angeles:

Office of the City Administrative Officer
Attn: Asset Management Strategic Planning
200 N. Main Street, Room 1500
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4190
Phone: 213.473.7500
Fax: 213.473.7540

With a copy to:

General Services Department
Attn: General Manager
111 E. 1st Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: 213.922.8500
Fax: 213.922.8511

4. This Covenant, once fully executed, shall be recorded in the Office of the Recorder,
County of Los Angeles.

5. This Covenant shall be governed by, and construed and enforced in accordance with,
the law of the State of California.

6. Each provision of this Covenant shall be considered separable and if for any reason any
provision or provisions herein are determined to be invalid or contrary to any existing or
future law, such invalidity shall not limit, nor invalidate, those portions of this Covenant
which remain in effect.

7. This Covenant and the MOA contain the entire understanding between and among the
Parties and supersede any and all prior agreements, understandings, and letters of
intent between and among the Parties and their affiliates or representatives respecting
the subject matter of this Covenant.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this Covenant the day and year first
mentioned above.

City of Los Angeles, a public body, corporate, and politic

By: 
Deborah Weintraub, Interim City Engineer

Date: 
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By: 
Anthony Pratt, Engineer of Surveys

Date:
APPROVED AS TO FORM

MICHAEL N. FEUER, CITY ATTORNEY

By: 
John Minor III, Deputy City Attorney

CALIFORNIA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION
OFFICER

By: 
Carol Roland-Nawi, PhD,
State Historic Preservation Officer

Date:

CONCUR

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

By: 
Carrie Bowen, District Director

Date:
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EXHIBIT "A"
LEGAL DESCRIPTION

LOT "A" OF TRACT NO. 3187, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF
LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 29,
PAGE 100 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID
COUNTY

EXCEPT THEREFROM ANY PORTION LYING EASTERLY OF THE EAS lERLY
LINE OF THE ALISO TRACT, IN SAID CITY, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK
4, PAGES 12 AND 13 OF. MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF SAID
COUNTY RECORDER

RESERVING UNTO THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, FOR PUBLIC STREET AND
U IILITY EASEMENT PURPOSES THE SOUTHERLY 40.00 FEET OF SAID LOT.

APN: 5173-023-903

April 22, 2014
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EXHIBIT MAP
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

BUREAU OF ENGINEERING
SURVEY DIVISION

Deborah' Weintraub, A.I.A.•
Interim City Engineer


